GaraGlide
Roller Garage Doors
NEW

electrically automated roller door, available in a full range of custom door sizes

NEW
Electrically operated
roller door with
2 hand transmitters

GARADOR Introducing GaraGlide

Introducing GaraGlide
The GaraGlide combines a space saving design with the convenience of an electrically
operated automatic door. The door lifts vertically and rolls into a box at the head of the
garage door opening, providing more space in front of the garage and inside the garage
than a traditional garage door design. Choose from a full range of standard colours and
made-to-measure door sizes up to 5000mm wide.
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Electrically automated as standard
The GaraGlide is an electrically
operated roller door, driven by an
automated tubular motor and supplied
complete with two remote hand
transmitters. Comes with crank handle
for emergency release in case of power
failure.
Space-saving design
Made from aluminium foam-filled
laths, the door curtain lifts vertically,
then rolls into a box at the head of the
garage door opening. This provides a
compact solution for instances when
access to the roof or ceiling space
inside the garage is required.
A good seal all round
A sturdy rubber seal at the bottom of
the door curtain and brush seals inside
the guide rails, helps to prevent drafts
inside the garage and stops unwanted
leaves, dust and dirt blowing into the
garage.

Mechanical stop for security
A mechanical stop between the top lath
and the roller barrel, prevents the door
from being lifted by an intruder when in
the closed position.
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Functions, features and additional options
1 Box cover as standard
1

Supplied with a complete box cover, which
encloses the door curtain, protecting it from
damage and dirt when the door is open.
Also prevents fingers from becoming caught
or trapped, when the door is closed.
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2 75mm or 105mm pre-drilled guide rails

Three pre-drilled holes on each guide rail
and one inside the box cover firmly fixes the
frame structure to the brickwork and further
reduces installation time. Plastic plugs for
each hole provide a seamless finish.
3 Control panel with integral LED light

Features an internal LED courtesy light with a
2-minute delay to help with ease of entering
and exiting your garage.
4 Emergency release
2

External emergency release (optional)
An optional external crank handle means you can
open the door using the crank handle from the
outside. The external crank handle is attached to
an opening, that is lockable with a locking cylinder
for security. The door can also be operated from
the inside via divisible linkage.
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Supplied with crank handle so the door can
easily be opened from the inside in the event
of a power failure.

Additional fascia panel (optional)
The additional fascia panel stabilises the main fascia
panel, when fitting the door between or behind the
opening. It provides a neat appearance, accompanying
the lintel without any unattractive fitting holes.
Available in colour matching the door or timber effect.

GARADOR Wired or wireless optical sensor

Wired or wireless optical sensor
The GaraGlide is available with either a wired or wireless optical sensor, to recognise when
there is an obstruction in the door curtain’s downward path and safely stop the door.
Wired optical sensor
A wired optical-sensor is fitted
into the floor seal for added
safety. In the event of an
obstruction to the door curtain
coming down, the light beam
from the optical sensor is broken,
and the door will stop and
reverse.

Wireless optical sensor
A wireless optical sensor is also
available, without the spiral
cable. The optical sensor is fitted
into the floor seal, and when the
light beam is broken, the door
will stop and reverse. Batteries
are required for this device.
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Choose from a range of colours and accessories
Colour options
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1. Traffic White (RAL 9016).
2. Light Ivory (RAL 1015).
3. Ruby Red (RAL 3003).
4. Purple Red (RAL 3004).
5. Steel Blue (RAL 5011).
6. Moss Green (RAL 6005).
7. Slate Grey (RAL 7015).
8. Anthracite Grey (RAL 7016).
9. Light Grey (RAL 7035).
10. Terra Brown (RAL 8028).
11. Cream (RAL 9001).
12. Jet Black (RAL 9005).
13. White Aluminium (RAL 9006).
14. Grey Aluminium (RAL 9007).
15. Chartwell Green.
16. Anthracite Metallic (Noir 2100 Sable).
17. Golden Oak (timber effect).
18. Rosewood (timber effect).
Golden Oak and Rosewood available in
either a deco paint or foil coat surface
finish.

Printed colour samples are as accurate
as printing techniques allow.

Mobile radio accessories
4 button bisecur hand transmitter.
Features 4 control buttons and an
eyelet for a key ring. The 4-button hand
transmitters can be programmed to open
up to 4 garage doors. It is supplied in a
sleek matt black textured finish.

2 button standard hand transmitter.
Features 2 control buttons, for operating
up to 2 doors and a keyring eyelet at base
of transmitter and fits comfortably in your
pocket.
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Glazing and ventilation options

Foam filled profile
The aluminium profiles are 77 mm high
and are filled with polyurethane rigid
foam for strength and a quiet door
travel.

Windows
Add a window for an individual design
and the use of daylight in your garage.
The number of elements depends on
the respective door width. A maximum
of ten profiles can be fitted with
glazings in each door.

Ventilation grilles
Ventilation of your garage improves
the room climate and prevents mould.
A maximum of ten profiles can be used
for each door.
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Garador is the UK’s leading manufacturer of garage doors and operators,
with an ultra-modern production facility located in Somerset. We use
German engineering expertise to produce highly sophisticated doors
and operators. By purchasing a Garador product you can be assured
of the highest level of quality, safety and security. With a nationwide
network of stockists, installers and service technicians we are an ideal
partner for your project.

